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LISTED

The information provided in this documentation contains general descriptions and/or technical characteristics of the performance of the products contained herein. This documentation is not intended as a substitute for and is not to be used for determining suitability or
reliability of these products for specific user applications. It is the duty of any such user or
integrator to perform the appropriate and complete risk analysis, evaluation and testing of
the products with respect to the relevant specific application or use thereof.
Neither Novanta IMS nor any of its affiliates or subsidiaries shall be responsible or liable for
misuse of the information contained herein. If you have any suggestions for improvements
or amendments or have found errors in this publication, please notify us.
You agree not to reproduce, other than for your own personal, noncommercial use, all or
part of this document on any medium whatsoever without permission of Novanta IMS, given
in writing. You also agree not to establish any hypertext links to this document or its content.
Novanta IMS does not grant any right or license for the personal and noncommercial use
of the document or its content, except for a non-exclusive license to consult it on an “as is”
basis, at your own risk. All other rights are reserved.
All pertinent state, regional, and local safety regulations must be observed when installing
and using this product. For reasons of safety and to help ensure compliance with documented system data, only the manufacturer should perform repairs to components.
When devices are used for applications with technical safety requirements, the relevant instructions must be followed. Failure to use Novanta IMS software or approved software with
our hardware products may result in injury, harm, or improper operating results.
Failure to observe this information can result in injury or equipment damage.

For information on the availability of products, go to https://novantaims.com/
The information contained in the present document is subject to change without notice.
The technical characteristics of the devices described in the present document also appear
online. The characteristics that are presented in the present document should be the same
as those characteristics that appear online. In line with our policy of constant improvement,
we may revise content over time to improve clarity and accuracy. If there is a difference
between the document and online information, use the online information as reference. All
details provided are technical data which do not constitute warranted qualities.
Some of the product designations are registered trademarks of their respective owners,
even if this is not explicitly indicated.
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Safety Information
Important Information
NOTICE

Read these instructions carefully, and look at the equipment to become familiar with the device before trying to install, operate, service, or maintain it. The following special messages
may appear throughout this documentation or on the equipment to warn of potential hazards
or to call attention to information that clarifies or simplifies a procedure.
The addition of this symbol to a “Danger” or “Warning” safety label or message
indicates that an electrical hazard exists which will result in personal injury if the
instructions are not followed.
This is the safety alert symbol. It is used to alert of potential personal injury
hazards. Obey all safety messages and labels that follow this symbol to avoid
possible injury or death.

DANGER indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, will result in death or serious
injury.

WARNING indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could result in death or
serious injury.

CAUTION indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could result in minor or
moderate injury.

NOTICE
NOTICE is used to address practices not related to physical injury.

CyberSecurity Standards and Certification
Novanta IMS follows local regulations and uses additional industry established frameworks
to conform to cyber security standards. Novanta IMS also takes an active part in the evolution of today’s industrial cyber security standards, contributing to these standards and
frameworks.
In accordance with US California Senate Bill No. 327, and under direct guidance from
Novanta, Novanta IMS has implemented a level of cyber-secure protection in the LMD Ethernet-based MDrive product line in order to protect these devices from outside cyber attacks.
By choosing to disable these features, the customer is acknowledging their acceptance of
potential unauthorized outside access.
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Qualification of Personnel
Electrical equipment should be installed, operated, serviced, and maintained only by qualified personnel. No responsibility is assumed by Novanta IMS for any consequences arising
out of the use of this material.
A qualified person is one who has skills and knowledge related to the construction and
operation of electrical equipment and its installation, and has received safety training to
recognize and avoid the hazards involved.

Intended Use
The product may only be used in compliance with all applicable safety regulations and
directives, the specified requirements, and the technical data.
Prior to using the product, perform a risk assessment in view of the planned application.
Based on the results, the appropriate safety measures must be implemented.
Since the product is used as a component in an entire system, ensure the safety of persons
by means of the design of this entire system (e.g., machine design).
Operate the product only with the specified cables and accessories. Use only genuine accessories and spare parts. The product must NEVER be operated in explosive atmospheres
(e.g., hazardous locations, Ex areas).
Any use other than the use explicitly permitted is prohibited and can result in hazards.
Electrical equipment should be installed, operated, serviced, and maintained only by qualified personnel.

Product Related
When the system is started, the drives are usually out of the operator’s view and cannot be
visually monitored.

UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCES OF EQUIPMENT OPERATION
Only start the system if there are no persons in the zone of operation.
Failure to follow these instructions will result in death or serious injury.

Drives may perform unintended movements because of incorrect wiring, incorrect parameter settings, incorrect data, or other errors. Further, interference (e.g., electromagnetic
interference (EMI)) may cause unpredictable responses in the system.

UNINTENDED MOVEMENT
•

Carefully install the wiring in accordance with the electromagnetic compatibility (EMC)
requirements.

•

Do not operate the drive system with unknown parameter settings or data.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

LMD-PROFINET-REV-G
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Safety Information

The designer of any control scheme must consider the potential failure modes of control
paths and, for certain critical functions, provide a means to achieve a safe state during and
after a path failure. Examples of critical control functions are emergency stop, overtravel
stop, power outage, and restart.

LOSS OF CONTROL
•

Separate or redundant control paths must be provided for critical functions.

•

System control paths may include communication links. Consideration must be given to the
implication of unanticipated transmission delays or failures of the link.

•

Observe all accident prevention regulations and local safety guidelines. 1

•

Each implementation of the product must be individually and thoroughly tested for proper
operation before being placed into service.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.
1

For USA: Additional information, refer to NEMA ICS 1.1 (latest edition), “Safety Guidelines for the Application,
Installation, and Maintenance of Solid State Control” and to NEMA ICS 7.1, (latest edition), “Safety Standards
for Construction and Guide for Selection, Installation, and Operation of Adjustable-Speed Drive Systems”

Drives may perform unintended movements due to mechanical damage to connectors.
Mechanical damage to the connectors may cause erratic or uncontrolled operation. Installation with a bent or broken mounting flange, motor shaft, or misaligned coupling may cause
unintended behavior and possible destruction of system components as a result.

LOSS OF CONTROL, ERRATIC OPERATION AND DESTRUCTION OF MECHANICS
•

Do not drop product.

•

Leave product in protective packaging until ready for use.

•

Carefully inspect connectors prior to installation in a system for mechanical damage.

•

Carefully inspect motor shaft and ensure shaft rotates freely without binding.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

Opening LMD heat sinks can affect factory-set encoder alignment and impact Hybrid Motion
Technology (hMT) performance. Tamper seals are used to ensure factory hardware settings
remain unaltered and match the encoder alignment set during the manufacturing process. If
a seal is broken, the LMD product warranty is void.

UNINTENDED EQUIPMENT OPERATION
•

Do not open the LMD housing for any reason.

•

Contact a Novanta IMS service representative if the product exhibits unexplained, erratic, or
incorrect operation.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death or serious injury.

6
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When working on the wiring, inserting or removing connectors may cause unintended behavior and possible destruction of the system components.

UNINTENDED BEHAVIOR AND DESTRUCTION OF SYSTEM COMPONENTS
Remove all power before working on the wiring.
Failure to follow these instructions can result in injury or equipment damage.

Radial (side) loading or axial (thrust) impacts on the shaft may result in premature bearing
failure.

NOTICE
EXCESSIVE RADIAL OR AXIAL LOADS
•

Do not place unsupported radial or side loads on motor shaft.

•

Do not allow the shaft to be subject to impact forces or otherwise struck by external objects.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in equipment damage.

LMD-PROFINET-REV-G
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About this Manual
Source Documents and Software
Applicable manuals for Liberty MDrive (LMD) Profinet products are:
• MCode Programming and Software Reference manual
• LMD Ethernet TCP/IP Hardware manual
• Profinet IO Fieldbus manual
Graphic User Interface software
For commissioning, a Graphic User Interface (GUI) is available for use with LMD products
as part of the LMD Software Suite (LSS).
The latest versions of the manuals can be downloaded from the Internet at:
https://novantaims.com/dloads/

Writing Conventions and Symbols
Work Steps
If work steps must be performed consecutively, this sequence of steps is represented as
follows:


Special prerequisites for the following work steps

X

Step 1

Y

Specific response to this work step

X

Step 2

If a response to a work step is indicated, this allows verification that the work step has been
performed correctly.
Unless otherwise stated, the individual steps must be performed in the specified sequence.
Bulleted Lists
The items in bulleted lists are sorted alphanumerically or by priority. Bulleted lists are structured as follows:
• Item 1 of bulleted list
• Item 2 of bulleted list
–
Subitem for 2
–
Subitem for 2
• Item 3 of bulleted list
Making Work Easier
Information on making work easier is highlighted by this symbol:
Sections highlighted this way provide supplementary information on making work easier.
Parameters
Parameters are shown as follows
RC

8

Motor Run Current
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Units of Measure
Measurements are given in both imperial and metric values. Metric values are given in
parenthesis.
Examples:
1.00 in (25.4 mm)
100 oz-in (70.6 N-cm)

Website Directory
NOTE: Direct links are subject to change as website updates occur. Each of the websites
below can also be accessed through menu options on the Novanta IMS Main Page:
https://novantaims.com/
Downloads:
https://novantaims.com/dloads/
Resources:
https://novantaims.com/resources/
Certifications and Listing Information:
https://novantaims.com/dloads/certificationssustainability/
Contact and Support:
https://novantaims.com/contacts/
CyberSecurity Information:
https://novantaims.com/all-products/cybersecurity/
Knowledge Based Solutions:
https://knowledge.imshome.com/s/

LMD-PROFINET-REV-G
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Chapter 1
Introduction
What’s in this Chapter?
Profinet IO is used for data exchange between I/O controllers (PLC, etc.) and I/O devices
(field devices), such as the LMD Profinet. Profinet IO uses the proven communication model
and application view of Profibus DP (Decentralised Peripherals) and extends it by the Ethernet communication medium.
This provides a greater bandwidth and allows more stations on the network. The Profinet IO
specifications define a protocol and an application interface for exchanging I/O data, alarms,
diagnostics, and for transmitting data records and logbook information. Profinet IO is based
directly on the Ethernet protocol to exchange I/O data and alarms.
This chapter includes the following topics:
Topic

10

Page

Fieldbus Devices on the Profinet IO Network

11

Lexium MDrive Profinet Configuration

11

Hardware Installation

12
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Fieldbus Devices on the Profinet IO Network
Profinet IO classifies devices into three types:
1. IO Controllers, such as PLC’s, map IO data from Profinet IO devices, such as the LMD.
2. IO Devices, in this case the LMD configured for Profinet applications.
3. IO Supervisors, such as a PC is used for commissioning and system diagnostics.
IO Supervisor

Ethernet switch

Additional Profinet devices

IO-Controller

LMD #1 (IO-device)
e.g. 192.168.33.1

LMD #2 (IO-device)
e.g. 192.168.33.2

LMD Profinet Configuration
The LMD is classed as an IO-device and must be manually configured using the LSS.
Setting the IP address, the subnet mask and setting the desired mapping for the registers.
Registers hold a place on a 128 byte input or 128 byte output string.
GSDML
FILE
IP Address
Subnet Mask
Register mapping

Output registers
Input registers

IO-Controller

LMD-PROFINET-REV-G

LMD #1 (IO-device)
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Hardware Installation

Output Registers
The LMD configured for Profinet applications has 38 output registers that can be mapped
to specific data types representative of the two character mnemonics of the MCode control
language.
These registers represent the output from the system IO-Controller to the device and can
contain Variable and Flag data, Motion commands, hardware I/O commands, and data
requests.
The default mapping of the output registers is detailed in Appendix B, “Register Mapping” on
page 19.

Input Registers
The device has 34 input registers mappable to specific data types representative of the two
character mnemonics of the MCode control language.
These registers represent the input to the IO-controller from the device containing status
data.
The default mapping of the input registers is detailed in Appendix B, “Register Mapping” on
page 19.

Hardware Installation
SIGNAL AND DEVICE INTERFERENCE
Signal interference can cause unexpected responses of device.
•

Install the wiring in accordance with the EMC requirements.

•

Verify compliance with the EMC requirements.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in death, serious injury or equipment
damage.

For information on installation of the device and connecting to the fieldbus, refer to the product’s hardware manual

Configuration
Configuring LMD Profinet devices is accomplished through the LSS, available for download
from: https://novantaims.com/dloads/

12
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Chapter 2
Basics
What’s in this Chapter?
Profinet IO is one of two open Ethernet automation standards from Profibus International.
Profinet IO is a high level networking protocol for industrial automation applications. Using
the framework of standard Ethernet hardware and software to exchange data, alarms and
diagnostic data.
This chapter includes the following topics:
Topic
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Page

Profinet IO Technology

14

Lexium MDrive Profinet Configuration

15
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Profinet IO Technology
Data Security
The larger the network into which the product is integrated, the greater the risk of unauthorized external access. The operator of the local network must take appropriate measures to
prevent unauthorized access. Contact your network administrator prior to commissioning
the product.

Basics
PROFINET is defined by PROFIBUS and PROFINET International (PI) and backed by the
INTERBUS Club and, since 2003, is part of the IEC 61158 and IEC 61784 standards.
https://www.profibus.com/
Number of Nodes
The number of nodes in an Profinet network is theoretically unlimited,dependent on the
subnet size. For example, 254 nodes are possible in a class C subnet.
Cable Length
The maximum cable length is 100 m between Profinet terminal points and 90 m between
infrastructure components. However, interference in industrial environments may require
you to use shorter cables.
Device Classification
Profinet IO classifies devices into three types:
• IO-Supervisors: IO-Supervisors are devices such as HMI’s or PC’s which are used
on a network for commissioning and collection of diagnostic data associated with the
Profinet IO stack or by the application program of a device.
• IO-Controllers: IO Controllers, devices such as PLC’s which map IO data from a
device into the processor of a controller. IO-controllers support cyclic data exchange of
data between the controller and an IO-Device, acyclic data such as configuration and
diagnostic data, and alarm data, as well as managing the connection.
• IO-Devices: IO-Devices are distributed devices connected to an IO-Controller over
Ethernet. The LMD Profinet is classified as an IO-device.
IO-Supervisor
Factory network
Managed switch

IO-Device

IO-Device
IO-Controller

Switch

IO-Device

IO-Controller
IO-Device
Switch

14
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LMD IO Structure
The LMD network representation consists of three slots, 0 through 2.
Slot 0 does not contain IO data, but contains the device identification information. Slots
1 and 2 represent the input and output data, each in a 128 byte string containing IO data
divided into registers to represent LMD control and status data.
The registers may be variably mapped to desired MDrive functions using the TCP/IP configuration Utility. The default parameter mapping is shown in Section 7 of this document.
LMD
MSB
Register 38

Output

...

LSB

. . . Register 1
128 bytes

IO-Controller

MSB
Register 72

Input

...

LSB

. . . Register 39
128 bytes

LMD Profinet Configuration
TCP/IP Configuration Tool
IP Address and Subnet Mask
A Profinet IO device requires three things to operate within a Profinet network:
1. MAC address: Preassigned to each LMD Ethernet TCP/IP product at time of manufacture
2. IP Address: Assigned during configuration using the LSS. The default IP is
192.168.33.1
3. A logical name: This is a unique name by which the device is identifiable to the IO Controller. It is assigned during configuration using the LSS. The default name is “mdrive”
The basic TCP/IP configuration such as the IP address and subnet mask MUST be first
configured using the TCP/IP configuration tool before installing into a network.
NOTE: The LMD configured for Profinet applications does not support Profinet Record Data
Object (RDO) services, bootstrap protocol (bootp), or Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol
(DHCP). The use of the LSS is required for initial TCP/IP setup
Detailed instructions for initial configuration is contained in the LSS manual, available for
download from: https://novantaims.com/
IO Register Mapping
The input and output channels of the LMD are configured by default to map to the most
commonly used parameters, commands and status data.These may be remapped based
upon the needs of the application using the LSS.
Refer to the LSS manual for instructions, available for download from: https://novantaims.
com/
The default mapping of the IO registers is contained in Appendix B, “Register Mapping” on
page 19.
LMD-PROFINET-REV-F
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GSDML (Generic Station Description Markup Language) File
Definition
The GSDML file is an XML (eXtensible Markup Language) file that describes the implementation of the LMD Profinet device. This file will be loaded into the SIMATIC S7 controller
software for your Siemens PLC.
The file contains all of the identification and configuration information for the LMD Profinet
device, with the exception of the TCP/IP information.
The following information is contained in the GSDML file.
Item

Description

LMD

Vendor ID

Unique value identifying an authorized PROFINET 0x0261
IO Vendor. This value is assigned by Profibus
International

Device ID

Unique value identifying a PROFINET IO device.
This value is assigned by the device manufacturer

Module ID

Unique value identifying a specific module type.
ID_Mod_11 (Input)
This value is assigned by the device manufacturer.
ID_Mod_12 (output)
When the PROFINET IO device plugs in a module, the module iD must agree with the module ID
specified in the GSDML file.

Product Family A manufacturer specific text string describing the
product family.

0x0001

LMD

The GSDML file for the LMD Profinet device may be located either in the installation folder
(C:\Program Files (x86)\NovantaIMS\LMD\LMDxE\) for the LSS or available for download
from: https://novantaims.com/

16
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Appendix A
Diagnostics and Troubleshooting
Fieldbus Communication Error Diagnostics
A properly operating fieldbus is essential for evaluating operation and error messages.
Connections for Fieldbus Mode
If the product cannot be addressed via the fieldbus, first check the connections. The product
manual contains the technical data of the device and information on network and device
installation.
Check the following:
• Power connections to the device
• Fieldbus cable and fieldbus wiring
• Network connection to the device
You can also use the LSS for troubleshooting.
Fieldbus Function Test
If the connections are correct, check the settings for the fieldbus addresses. After correct
configuration of the transmission data, test fieldbus mode.
1. In addition to the master that knows the product via the GSDML file and addressing,
activate a bus monitor that, as a passive device, displays messages.
Refer to “GSDML (Generic Station Description Markup Language) File” on page 16
for additional information on the GSDML file.
2. Switch the supply voltage off and on.
3. O
 bserve the network messages that are generated briefly after the supply voltage is
switched on. A bus monitor can be used to record the elapsed time between.
Addressing, Parameterization
If it is not possible to connect to a device, check the following:
1. Addressing: Each network device must have a unique IP address and the correct
subnet mask.
2. Parameterization: “Vendor ID” and “Product Code” must match the values stored in the
GSDML file.

Status LEDs
The LMD configured for Profinet applications has two dual-color (red/green) LEDs visible
from the back of the drive to show status and error indication of the Profinet IO connection.
When power is first applied to the motor, both the MS and NS LEDs will flash orange for
approximately one (1) second and then remain dark until the motor receives a valid connection.
NOTE: If power is applied to the motor and the LED’s are blank, observe activity on the
RJ45 port/connector if the motor has a proper ethernet and power connection.

LMD-PROFINET-REV-G
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MS NS

1

MS = Module Status
NS = Network Status

7

Color

State

Description
Module Status (MS)

None

Off

No power

Red

Solid

Profinet initialization failed at power-up

Flashing

Profinet connection lost (was connected at one time)

Solid

Profinet connected

Flashing

Connection never established

Green

Network Status (NS)
None

Off

No power

Green

Solid

Motion control found and initialized

Flashing

Motion controller not found

Solid

Unrecoverable device error

Flashing

Recoverable device error

Red

NOTE: The term IO, in this context refers to Profinet IO communications protocol and is
unrelated to the hardware input - output points.
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Appendix B
Register Mapping
The LMD Profinet IO uses 72 registers to transfer IO data between the IO-CONTROLLER
(PLC) and the IO-DEVICE (LMD Profinet.)
Output registers........................................................................................................ 1 - 38
Input registers......................................................................................................... 39 - 72
All of the registers mapped to an MCode command by default.
For example Register 1 is mapped to A (Acceleration).
These, with the exception of the toggle and string registers, may be re-mapped to an
MCode command corresponding to the register’s data type, or set to NULL.
Unused commands should be remapped to a NULL setting to speed cycle time.

Register Mapping to Address
Registers hold a place on a 128 byte input or 128 byte output string.
Each register is mapped to an address in an IO Controller using a standard mnemonic followed by a numeric address.
Output
Reg 1 (U32)
QDx00

Reg 2 (U32)
QDx04

Reg 3 (U32)
QDx08

Reg 4 (U32)
QDx12

The mapping of the addresses is determined by the PLC. The LSS may be used as an address reference by entering a starting address and viewing the tool tips.

Data Types Used
Data Type

LMD-PROFINET-REV-G

Description

I32

Signed 32-bit integer

U8

Unsigned 8-bit integer

U16

Unsigned 16-bit integer

U32

Unsigned 32-bit integer

STRING

Character string (1 byte per character)

TOGGLE

Toggle registers allow for output registers to be manually resent, toggles will
update on positive going transition from 0 to 1.

19
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Output Register Mapping
Variably Mapped Registers
DAMAGE TO COMPONENTS
Modifying the data in Motor Counter C1 or Encoder Counter C2 on LMD models with a multiturn absolute encoder during operation will desynchronize the relationship between C1/C2
and the internal absolute counter, causing a discrepancy between reported and actual shaft
position.
•

Do not modify, manually or by program, counters C1 or C2 during operation.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in equipment damage.

The following table contains the output register, data type, mapping, and default values.
These registers may be mapped to applicable MCode mnemonic commands matching the
maximum size of the data type, i.e., an Unsigned 16 datatype may be mapped to an Unsigned 32 register, but not the opposite.
The TCP/IP Configuration utility only allows applicable mapping of registers.
Reg

Map

1

A

2

D

Name
Acceleration

Deceleration

Type
U32

U32

Mnemonic
+ Address*
QD5000

QD5004

Data Range

Default

91 to 1525878997 (steps/sec2)

1000000

91 to 61035160 (encoder counts/
sec2)

78125

91 to 1525878997 (steps/sec2)

1000000

91 to 61035160 (encoder counts/sec2) 78125
3

TS

Torque Speed†

U32

QD5008

38,910 to 5,000,000 (steps/sec)

2500000

4

VI

Initial Velocity

U32

QD5012

1 to (VM [Reg 5] –1)

1000 (steps)
78 (encoder
counts)

5

VM

Max Velocity

U32

QD5016

(VI [Reg 4] + 1) to 5000000 (steps)

768000 (steps)

(VI + 1) to 200000 (encoder counts)

60000 (encoder
counts)

6

C1

Position
counter

I32

QD5020

-2147483648 to +2147483647 (steps) 0

7

C2

Encoder
counter†

I32

QD5024

-2147483648 to +2147483647
(encoder counts)

0

8

HT

Hold Current
Delay

I32

QD5028

0 (no current reduction) or 1 - 65535
(mSec)

500 (mSec)

9

MA

Move
Absolute

I32

QD5032

—

—

10

MR

Move Relative

I32

QD5036

—

—

11

SL

Slew

I32

QD5040

±5000000 (steps) ±200000 (encoder
counts)

—

12

P

Position

I32

QD5044

-2147483648 to +2147483647

0

20
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Reg

Map

Name

13

MT

Motor Settling
Delay

I32

QD5048

0 to 65000 (mSec)

0

14

MS

Microstep
Resolution

U16

QW5052

See MCode manual for valid settings

256

15

ER

Error

U16

QW5054

See MCode manual for error codes

0

16

AO

Attention
Output

U16

QW5056

See MCode manual for valid settings

—

17

AS

hMTechnology
Mode†

U8

QB5058

0 — 3, See MCode manual for more
info

0 (hMT off)

18

HC

Hold Current

U8

QB5059

0 to 100 (%)

5 (%)

19

OT

Write All
Outputs

U8

QB5060

0 — 7, See MCode manual for more
info

—

20

RC

Run Current

U8

QB5061

1 to 100 (%)

25 (%)

21

TQ

Torque†

U8

QB5062

1 to 100 (%)

25 (%)

22

HM

Homing

U8

QB5063

0 — 4, See MCode manual for more
info

—

23

HI

Home to Index†

U8

QB5064

0 — 4, See MCode manual for more
info

—

24

DE

Drive Enable

U8

Q5065

0 (disabled) / 1 (enabled)

1 (enabled)

25

EE

Encoder
Enable†

U8

Q5066

0 (disabled) / 1 (enabled)

0 (disabled)

26

TD

Torque
Direction†

U8

Q5067

0 (CCW facing shaft) / 1 (CW facing
shaft)

1(CW)

27

0x1B <esc>

U8

Q5068

Sends an “escape” to the device

—

28

CF

U8

Q5069

0 — 2, See MCode manual for more
info

1

Clear Locked
Rotor†

Type

Mnemonic
+ Address*

Data Range

Default

*This table uses an example starting address of 5000. The tooltip in the TCP configuration utility,will display the
register address you have set in the “Starting address tooltip.”
†Available

on closed loop models only (LMDCNxxx), will be NULL on open loop models (LMDONxxx).
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Fixed Mapping Registers
The registers notated by the data types STRING (Str) and TOGGLE (Tggl) are special function registers which cannot be remapped to other functions.
• STRING Registers: String register output MCode string data that doesn’t comply to
any other data type. Due to the unique structure of each string, these registers are fixed
and cannot be remapped.
• TOGGLE Registers: The TOGGLE registers allow for register data to be re-sent to
the Lexium MDrive. The register data is re-sent to the Lexium MDrive on the positive
transition going transition from 0 to 1.
Register
29

30

31

Map
R9

Name

Type

Toggle Register 9

Tggl

Mnemonic+
Address*

Description

Q5070

Default toggle for Register 9,
Move Absolute (MA)

Toggle Register 9

Bit 7

Bit 6

Bit 5

Bit 4

Bit 3

Bit 2

Bit 1

Bit 0

x = doesn’t care

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Reg 9

R10

Toggle Register 10

Tggl

Q5071

Default toggle for Register 10,
Move Relative (MR)

Toggle Register 10

Bit 7

Bit 6

Bit 5

Bit 4

Bit 3

Bit 2

Bit 1

Bit 0

x = doesn’t care

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Reg 10

R11

Toggle Register 11

Tggl

Q5072

Default toggle for Register 11,
Slew (SL)

Toggle Register 11

Bit 7

Bit 6

Bit 5

Bit 4

Bit 3

Bit 2

Bit 1

Bit 0

x = doesn’t care

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Reg 11

32

OS

Output setup

Str

String 16 byte
Setup output points
staring at address
5073

33

MU

Position make-up†

Str

String 16 byte
Setup make up for hMTechnology
staring at address
5089

34

R1 - R8

Toggle Register 1 - 8

Tggl

QB5105

35

36

22

Selectively toggle registers 1 through 8

Toggle Registers 1 — 8

Bit 7

Bit 6

Bit 5

Bit 4

Bit 3

Bit 2

Bit 1

Bit 0

x = doesn’t care

Reg 8

Reg 7

Reg 6

Reg 5

Reg 4

Reg 3

Reg 2

Reg 1

R9 - R16 Toggle Register 9 16

Tggl

QB5106

Selectively toggle registers 9 through 16

Toggle Registers 9 — 16

Bit 7

Bit 6

Bit 5

Bit 4

Bit 3

Bit 2

Bit 1

Bit 0

x = doesn’t care

Reg 16

Reg 15

Reg 14

Reg 13

Reg 12

Reg 11

Reg 10

Reg 9

R17 R24

Toggle Register 17
- 24

Tggl

QB5107

Selectively toggle registers 17 through
24

Toggle Registers 17 — 24

Bit 7

Bit 6

Bit 5

Bit 4

Bit 3

Bit 2

Bit 1

Bit 0

x = doesn’t care

Reg 24

Reg 23

Reg 22

Reg 21

Reg 20

Reg 19

Reg 18

Reg 17
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37

Name

R25-28,
R32,
R33,
R38

Type

Toggle Register 2528, 32, 33. 38

Tggl

Mnemonic+
Address*

Description

QB5108

Selectively toggle registers 25 - 28, 32,
33 and 38

Toggle Registers

Bit 7

Bit 6

Bit 5

Bit 4

Bit 3

Bit 2

Bit 1

Bit 0

x = doesn’t care

x

Reg 38

Reg 33

Reg 32

Reg 28

Reg 27

Reg 26

Reg 25

38

IS

Input setup

Str

String 19 byte
Setup input points
staring at address
5109

*This table uses an example starting address of 5000. The tooltip in the TCP configuration utility,will display the
register address you have set in the “Starting address tooltip.”
†Available

on closed loop models only (LMDCNxxx), will be NULL on open loop models (LMDONxxx).

Input Register Mapping
Variably Mapped Registers
The following table contains the input register default mapping, data type. mapping and
default value.
These registers may be mapped to read applicable MCode mnemonic commands matching the maximum size of the data type. i.e an Unsigned 16 datatype may be mapped to an
Unsigned 32 register, but not the reverse.
The TCP/IP Configuration utility only allows applicable mapping of registers.
Reg Map

Name

Type

Mnemonic
+ Address*

Data range

Default

39

A

Acceleration

U32

ID5130

91 to 1525878997 (steps/sec2)
91 to 61035160 (encoder counts/
sec2)

40

D

Deceleration

U32

ID5134

91 to 1525878997 (steps/sec2)
1000000 / 78125
2
91 to 61035160 (encoder counts/sec )

41

TS

Torque Speed†

U32

ID5138

38,910 to 2,560,000 (steps/sec)

2500000

42

VI

Initial Velocity

U32

ID5142

1 to (VM [Reg 5] –1)

1000 (steps)
78 (encoder counts)

43

VM

Max Velocity

U32

ID5146

(VI [Reg 4] + 1) to 2560000 (steps)
(VI + 1) to 200000 (encoder counts)

768000 (steps)
60000 (encoder
counts)

44

C1

Position counter

I32

ID5150

-2147483648 to +2147483647 (steps)

0

45

C2

Encoder counter†

I32

ID5154

-2147483648 to +2147483647 (encoder counts)

0

46

LL

Position lead/lag†

I32

ID5158

-2147483647 to +2147483647 (steps)

—

47

V

Current axis
velocity

I32

ID5162

—

—
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Name

Type

Mnemonic
+ Address*

Data range

Default

48

PC

Position capture
at trip

I32

ID5166

—

—

49

MS

Microstep Resolution

U32

ID5170

See MCode manual for valid settings

256

50

P

Position

I32

ID5174

-2147483648 to +2147483647

0

51

AO

Attention Output

U32

IW5178

See MCode manual for valid settings

—

52

AF

hMT status

flag†

U16

IW5182

See MCode manual for valid settings

0

53

ER

Error

U16

IW5184

See MCode manual for error codes

0

54

I5

Read Analog
input

U16

IW5186

0 to 4095

—

55

AS

hMTechnology
Mode†

U8

IB5188

0 — 3, See MCode manual for more
info

0 (hMT off)

56

HC

Hold Current

U8

IB5189

0 to 100 (%)

5 (%)

57

IN

Read all inputs

U8

IB5190

0 — 15, See MCode manual for more
info

—

58

RC

Run Current

U8

IB5191

1 to 100 (%)

25 (%)

59

TQ

Torque†

U8

IB5192

1 to 100 (%)

25 (%)

60

OF

Output fault

U8

IB5193

0 (no fault) / 1 (fault)

—

61

TE

Trip enable

U8

IB5194

0 (disabled) / 1 (enabled)

—

62

DE

Drive Enable

U8

IB5195

0 (disabled) / 1 (enabled)

1 (enabled)

63

EE

Encoder Enable†

U8

IB5196

0 (disabled) / 1 (enabled)

0 (disabled)

64

TD

Torque

Direction†

U8

IB5197

0 (CCW facing shaft) / 1 (CW facing
shaft)

1(CW)

65

MV

Moving flag

U8

IB5198

0 (stopped) / 1 (moving)

—

66

MP

Moving to
position flag

U8

IB5199

0 (stopped) / 1 (moving to position)

1

67

VC

Velocity changing U8

IB5200

0 (constant) / 1 (changing)

—

68

ST

Stall flag†

U8

IB5201

0 (not stalled) / 1 (axis stalled)

—

69

LR

Locked rotor flag† U8

IB5202

0 (not locked) / 1 (rotor is locked)

—

70

IT

Internal temperature

Str

16 bytes
starting
@5203

—

—

71

MU

Make up mode†

Str

16 bytes
starting
@5219

—

—

72

SN

Serial number

Str

23 bytes
starting
@5235

—

—

*This table uses an example starting address of 5130. The tooltip in the TCP configuration utility,will display the
register address you have set in the “Starting address tooltip.”
†Available
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on closed loop models only (LMDCNxxx), will be NULL on open loop models (LMDONxxx).
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Register Mapping Best Practices
The default IO register mapping configuration maps the most commonly used, variables,
flags and commands to the available registers.
It is recommended that only the registers needed to meet the application requirements be
used with the remaining registers mapped to a NULL state to conserve network bandwidth,
Note that registers with the datatype toggle or string are fixed to a vendor specific function
because of string formatting and cannot be remapped.
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Appendix C
Setting up LMD using Siemens Totally
Integrated Automation
Adding the LMD from Start
1. Create a new project.

2. Add your PLC by selecting the appropriate controller model and clicking “Add”.

26
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3. Install the General Station Description (GSD) file. This will make the LMD available in
the system Hardware Catalog. This is done through the options menu.

a) Browse to the GSDML file (located in the TCP/IP Configuration Utility installation folder or from the web at https://novantaims.com/. Click install.

b) The LMD should now be available in the Hardware Catalog under Other field
devices/PROFINET IO/IO/Novanta IMS/LMD or MDrive

LMD-PROFINET-REV-G
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Setting up LMD using Siemens Totally Integrated Automation

4. Assign an IP address to the PLC.

5. From the Topology Screen, select a LMD from the Catalog. It will be located in the
“Other Field Devices/PROFINET IO/I/O/Novanta IMS/LMD/Head Module/LMD/Standalone, no Pdev

28
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6. In device view, set the IP Address of the LMD. This must match what is set using the
TCP Configuration Utility.

7. In device view, set the name of the LMD.

8. Define I/O by double clicking on the 128 bytes I and 128 bytes 0 subtext in the catalog
menu.
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Setting up LMD using Siemens Totally Integrated Automation

9. In network view, ensure that the LMD is assigned to the PLC that is controlling it.

30
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10. In Topology view, connect the PLC port and the LMD port by dragging from one to the
other..

In network view, ensure that the LMD is assigned to the PLC that is controlling it.
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Appendix D
Error Codes
LMD MCode Error Codes
0

no error

1

OUT 1 fault

2

OUT 2 fault

6

An IO already set to this Type

7

Tried to SET an Input or Defined I/O

8

Tried to SET IO to an incorrect I/O type

9

Tried to Write to IO set as Input or is “TYPED”

10

Illegal I/O number

11

Incorrect CLOCK type

12

INPUT 1 not set to Capture Input type

I/O Errors

not used

Data Errors
20

Tried to SET Unknown Variable/Flag

21

Tried to SET to an incorrect value

22

VI set greater than or equal to VM

23

VM set less than or equal to VI

24

Illegal Data Entered.

25

Variable or Flag is Read Only

26

Variable or Flag not allowed to be Incriminated or Decremented

27

Trip Not Defined

28

Trying to Redefine a Program Label or GLOBAL User Variable

29

Trying to Redefine an Embedded Command or Variable

30

Unknown Label or User Variable

31

Program Label/User Variable Table is Full

32

Trying to SET a Label

33

Trying to SET an Instruction

34

Trying to Exec a Variable or Flag

35

Trying to Print Illegal variable or flag

36

Illegal Motor Count to Encoder Count Ratio

37

Command/Variable/Flag Not Available in Drive

38

Missing parameter separator

39

Trip on Position and Trip on Relative distance not allowed together

40

Program Not Running

41

Program Running

42

Illegal Program Address

43

Tried to OverFlow Program STACK

44

Program Locked

Program Errors
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45

Trying to Overflow Program Space

46

Not in Program Mode

47

Tried to write to illegal Flash Address

48

Program Execution Stopped by IO set as STOP
Communication Errors

60

Tried to Enter Unknown Command

61

Trying to set illegal baudrate

62

An INPUT is already pending.

63

Character Over Run

65

SPI Bus Error.

66

Transmit buffer filled while a program is running.
System Errors

70

FLASH Check Sum Fault

71

Internal Temperature Warning

72

Internal OVER TEMP Fault. Disabling Drive

73

Tried to SAVE/RTFD/PG while Moving

74

Tried to IP or CP while Moving

75

ASIC STAT/FAULT = true (current/temp/other)

76

MakeUp Frequency is out of range. Must be >= 92 and <= 3000 RPM.

77

VM or VI or SL or TS too large for selected MSEL.

78

Aux V out of range (too high or too low)

79

Plus V out of range (too high or too low)
Motion Errors
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80

HOME Sw. not defined

81

HOME type not defined

82

Went to both LIMITs and didn’t find HOME

83

Reached Positive LIMIT Sw

84

Reached Minus LIMIT Sw

85

MOVEs not allowed while HOMING and HOME not allowed while MOVING

86

Stall Detected

87

Not allowed to change AS Mode while in motion

88

MOVEs not allowed while Calibration in progress.

89

Calibration not allowed while in Motion.

90

Motion Variables (VI and/or VM) are too low

91

Motion Stopped by IO set as STOP

92

Position Error

93

New MR or MA not allowed while correcting position at end of previous MR or
MA

94

Motion Commanded while Drive Disabled.

95

Not allowed to change Rotation Direction (Rd) while in motion.

96

Not allowed to start motion with no +V.

97

Calculated Final Velocity less than VI.

98

Move generates illegal SCurve Accel Data.

99

Move generates illegal SCurve Decel Data.
33
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HMTechnology Errors
100

Config Test Done - Encoder Res Mismatch

101

Config Test Done - Encoder Dir Wrong

102

Config Test Done - Encoder Res + Dir Wrong

103

Config NOT Done - Drive not enabled

104

HMT Locked Rotor

105

HMT Reached Max P Count

106

HMT Reached Lead Limit Count

107

HMT Reached Lag Limit Count

108

HMT Lead/lag not zero at end of move

109

HMT Calibration failed because Drive Not Enabled.

110

HMT Make Up Disabled.

111

HMT Factory Calibration failed.
Absolute Encoder Errors
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120

Absolute encoder factory calibration failed.

121

Absolute encoder communication failed.

122

Absolute encoder was reset and position was lost.

123

Unable to compute new absolute encoder Count.

124

Status Error.

125

Battery hardware failure, Magnetics.

126

External battery overvoltage
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Warranty
For the latest warranty and product information, visit: https://novantaims.com/warranty-and-disclaimer/
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